The group have had a number of papers accepted for the forthcoming ICAPS 2013 conference:

- "Partially Grounded Planning as Quantified Boolean Formula", Michael Cashmore, Maria Fox and Enrico Giunchiglia
- "Searching for Good Solutions in Goal-Dense Search Spaces", Andrew Coles and Amanda Coles
- "Planning-based Social Partners for Children with Autism", Sara Bernardini
- "Autonomous Search and Tracking via Temporal Planning", Sara Bernardini, Maria Fox, Derek Long and John Bookless
- "Combining a Temporal Planner with an External Solver for the Power Balancing Problem in an Electricity Network", Chiara Piacentini, Varvara D. Alimisis, Maria Fox and Derek Long
- "Challenge: Modelling Unit Commitment as a Planning Problem", Josh Campion, Chris Dent, Maria Fox, Derek Long and Daniele Magazzeni